
LESSON SEVEN

What impact have humans had on plants and 
animals?



Use the notes 

made in previous 

lessons to 

support you.



Tick or fix your work.
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LESSON SEVEN

By the end of this lesson you will be able to…

- know the key stages in the development of homo sapiens 

- describe the impact of homo sapiens on plants 

- describe the impact of home sapiens on animals



Write what you think the picture tells us about where humans may have come from.

Write down two similarities between the different species of humans and two characteristics that have changed over 

time. 

Similarities Differences



It is important to remember that it is not just in species of birds, fish and animals that we can see adaptation. Plants are species 

too! It is important to remember that humans did not evolve from chimpanzees. We share a common ancestor 

and have followed different evolutionary paths.

Mr Davies Teaching Adaptation

Along with Evolution, you are also learning about the importance of transition and the transition to Secondary School. One of the 

key skills that you will need when you move to Secondary School is the ability to take effective notes. Practise now! Click on the link 

to watch Mr.Davies tell us about Adaptation. Take notes whilst you watch. Remember to stop and pause the video if you need to. 

https://kingsburygreenprimaryschool.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Y6_Adaptation_Compressed.mp4






Chimpanzees

Gorillas

Orangutans

upright on two feet only

learning

Tick or fix your work.

tools                                                                        food 

hunt

fire

clothing and shelter

language

learned



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJdT6QcSbQ0

Watch the video to see how early humans moved out of Africa and spread 

across the world. Record important information and notes from the video clip. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJdT6QcSbQ0


plants such as





Tick or fix 

your work.

change the world around them to help it survive.

plant them where they would get enough sunlight

water to grow

eat them as meat

their milk

clothing and other uses

increased drastically





1. Which three creatures do scientists believe evolved from the same ancestors as humans?

2. Over time, what useful things did humans learn how to do?

3. Why did humans help seeds to survive, grow and reproduce?

Quiz



1. Which three creatures do scientists believe evolved from the same ancestors as humans?

Chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans.

2. Over time, what useful things did humans learn how to do?

Use tools to open and gather food

Make and use fires

Make clothing and shelter

Use sounds to make a language and pass it on to their children

3.Why did humans help seeds to survive, grow and reproduce?

So that they could have food and grow more food in order to survive. 

Quiz



Don’t forget to email a copy or 

a picture of your learning today 

to year6@kgreen.brent.sch.uk

mailto:year6@kgreen.brent.sch.uk

